
 
 

Analytics sessions 
 

10:45  Don’t miss out on Mercure V5! 
 Helmi van den Brink, Consultant - DataExpert 

 Fraud and money laundering, (financing) terrorism acts, drug or human trafficking; these are all 
examples of serious, mainly organized, crime types. They all involve a high diversity of Call Data 
Records and Telecom Forensic extractions as well as Cell Site, Car Tracker or ANPR data, but also 
Financial Transaction information. In Mercure version 5 it will be possible to combine and 
correlate all these different types of data sources in order to get a better understanding of the 
MO. During this session we will discuss the newly added data formats like PESETA and Western 
Union, query possibilities and other innovative features that are coming in Mercure V5. 

 
11:30 The 2022 Malware and Vulnerability Threat Landscape 
 Julian Kanitz 
 The presentation examines trends in Malware use, distribution, development and high-risk 

vulnerabilities disclosed by major hardware and software vendors in the first half of 2022. 
It will cover: 
• An overview of the threat landscape of malware and vulnerabilities 
• Top referenced malware variants associated with cyberattacks 
• Top vulnerabilities associated with cyberattacks.  
• Tips on how to to strengthen your security posture and advisement for threat hunting teams 

and security operations center teams 
• Outlook for the rest of 2022 based on H1 2022 observations 

 
13:15 Siren - Search based Investigative Intelligence 
 To be determined 
 How do you manage big and disparate data loads seamless with the Siren platform? Siren 

delivers quick insights through manageable dashboards, based on flexible and adjustable 
parameters. Utilize multi visualizations widgets, entity driven heat maps, crime matrixes and 
more. All this will be showcased by a live case demo with every possibility for you to interact! 

 
14:00 Understanding extremism signs by advanced OSINT Analytics  
 Robert Meier, Freezingdata & Chris de Meijer, DataExpert 
 The Social Network Harvester (SNH) tool is being broadly used by Law Enforcement and 

National Investigation bodies for collection, visualisation and advanced OSINT Analytics. Join 
this session and learn how data from popular social media channels can lead to new insights 
and understanding, discovering possible early extremism signs. 

 
All day i2 Experience Area 
  
 The world’s leading counter crime analytics solution comes to Digital Experience to show what 

they have in store for you. Not only are they open for conversations , showcasing their 
portfolio, roadmap and skills at their booth but there is also a bit of entertainment in store! 
Come to the i2 experience area and let the force be with you.. 

 


